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Abstract
In On War,, Carl von Clausewitz describes war in theoretical terms, called Ideal or Absolute War, as "an
act of force, and there is no logical limit to application of that force. Each side, therefore, compels its
opponent to follow suit: a reciprocal action is started which must lead, in theory, to extremes." In his theory
of war, Clausewitz argues for exerting maximum force as military necessity. In effect, tactics and strategies
which maneuver killing power without constraint would be permissible in mercilessly flattening the
enemy's resistance. Commanders would face few substantial impediments in applying all forces available
to: "compel our enemy to do our will." Clausewitz's concept of Ideal or Absolute War appears to collide
massively with deeply-held ethical principles of right conduct on the battlefield by perverting the doctrine
of Military Necessity. Jus in Bello, a Just War principle, permits commanders to conduct battles while
limiting the application of military force to only justifiably necessary or non-Clausewitzian levels of force.
While commanders may have previously reigned supremely on the battlefield, the modern operational
environment influenced by politics, international law, and morality precludes commanders from acting like
so many killer angels in war. Ethical limitations arising from the political nature of war, a reality
recognized by Clausewitz as a component of Real War, do constrain theoretical war by complementing and
reinforcing the traditional constraints imposed the Just War. Thus, Military Necessity in battles like Algiers
becomes the antithesis of Ideal War, requiring battles fought with justice and honor by commanders aware
of their ethical duties.
The views expressed in this paper are the author’s own and do not reflect the position of the United States
Army, Fort Leavenworth, Battle Command Training Program, or Northrop-Grumman Technical Services.
In On War, Carl von Clausewitz describes war in theoretical terms, called Ideal or Absolute War, as "an act
of force, and there is no logical limit to application of that force. Each side, therefore, compels its opponent
to follow suit: a reciprocal action is started which must lead, in theory, to extremes."1 In his theory of war,
Clausewitz argues for exerting maximum force as military necessity. In effect, tactics and strategies which
maneuver killing power without constraint would be permissible in mercilessly flattening the enemy's
resistance. Commanders would face few substantial impediments in applying all forces available to:
"compel our enemy to do our will."w Clausewitz's concept of Ideal or Absolute War appears to collide
massively with deeply-held ethical principles of right conduct on the battlefield by perverting the doctrine
of Military Necessity. jus in bello, a Just War principle, permits commanders to conduct battles while
limiting the application of military force to only justifiably necessary or non-Clausewitzian levels of force.
While commanders may have previously reigned supremely on the battlefield, the modern operational
environment influenced by politics, international law, and morality precludes commander from acting like
so many killer angels in war.3 Ethical limitations arising from the political nature of war, a reality
recognized by Clausewitz as a component of Real War, do constrain theoretical war by complementing and
reinforcing the traditional constraints imposed the Just War. Thus, Military Necessity in battles like Algiers
becomes the antithesis of Ideal War, requiring battles fought with justice and honor by commanders aware
of their ethical duties.
In the waning months of 1956, the capital of French Algeria ran red with the blood of innocent victims of
terror bombings, political assassinations, and indiscriminate murders. Nationalist rebels, working from the
National Liberation Front (FLN) deliberately attacked European civilians throughout Algeria, but most
brutally in Algiers. The city's police force proved itself impotent against the terrorists as was French
Algeria's government in protecting the public safety of Europeans and Muslims alike. By mid-December
1956, the level of terrorist violence had reached crisis proportions. Fear in the European quarters dominated
the streets. European vigilantes took revenge for FLN terrorism against innocent Muslims. Civil authority
verged on total collapse. Governor-General Robert Lacoste, recognizing the extent of the emergency, chose
radical measures to end the reign of terror by calling in soldiers to fight the counter-terrorist battle for
Algiers.

Algiers provides a useful case study for understanding the ethical limits of Military Necessity,
demonstrating when, or if, Military Necessity morally justifies efficient, brutal tactics in counter-terrorist
operations. Military Necessity is a principle long-recognized in military law and international conventions.
Its moral origin may be found in the tradition of the Just War, as an ethical construct for evaluating policies
and methods used in the Western concept of war.4 Paul Christopher, a former colleague at the U.S. Military
Academy, argues the Just War straddles the divide between legal and moral concepts of justifiable use of
military force. The Just War tradition reflects "a tension between the negative duty not intentionally to
harm innocent people, on one hand, and the positive obligation that innocent persons be protected, on the
other."5
The Just War provides a dual-level structure for morally evaluating the levels and kinds of military force
commanders may use even in challenging urban counter-terrorist operations. This dual structure allows
citizens in a democracy to evaluate the moral justification for national policies requiring military force,
including how battles are fought. The Just War consists of two principles allowing us to evaluate
independently the two levels and function of war, namely the decision to wage war and the conduct of
military operations. The first principle, jus ad bellum, addresses judgments offered to the electorate for
choosing war as national policy.6 jus ad bellum allows citizens to evaluate morally the actions of political
leaders who choose to wage war. This paper will ignore discussions of jus ad bellum as beyond its intended
scope. The war to retain French Algeria had already entered its third year when Algiers reached emergency
proportions. Evaluating the moral and political judgments on Fourth Republic colonial policy will be left
for to others so that this paper will focus on the role of the military commander during the battle.
This paper will concentrate on the second principle of the Just War, jus in bello, in order to evaluate
whether Major General Jacques Massu commanding the 10th Parachute Division fought the battle
honorably. jus in bello traditionally consists of two principles, Discrimination and Proportionality.
Discrimination requires commanders to establish policies that differentiate between properly identified
combatants or armed fighters. Orders to subordinates must identify the enemy while limiting or avoiding
strikes against target areas containing civilians or noncombatants. Proportionality is the second principle
which requires commanders to determine a necessary, but not excessive, amount of force to attain an
objective. Orders to take no prisoners or inflict brutality or inflict harm and maiming are not necessary for
securing the legitimate military objective; such measures, though militarily effective, would be morally
impermissible.7
When viewed from an impartial stance, the principles of Discrimination and Proportionality reflect a
humanitarian impulse to limit pain, suffering, and destruction in an anti-humanitarian enterprise. Brigadier
General Anthony Hartle (U.S. Army, Retired) writes that the intent of jus in bello is derived from two
humanitarian principles which define the laws of war:
HP1: Individual persons deserve respect. (Deontological principles of human rights);
HP2: Human suffering ought to be minimized. (International Law).8
These principles constitute the "basis for formulating the laws of war." Hartle states, "Only in situations for
which there is no applicable law or in situations in which the justifiability of a particular law is being
questioned would the principles be directly applied in determining appropriate choice of action."9 For
Hartle states that HP1 is considered to be the morally prior principle because it is based on human rights
that ought to establish moral protections from unjustified or disproportional violence in wartime. While
statesmen may consider war necessary, commanders cannot choose any tactic as necessary. American
military law includes a legal formulation of jus in bello which limit the harm caused by soldiers during
wartime, as we shall see. Commanders must not only fight smartly but well, acting affirmatively to enforce
the principles of jus in bello. In this way, commanders can be held legally and morally accountable for their
actions.
Evaluating the conduct of commanders on the battlefield is essential for citizens in a democracy.
Commanders make claims in reports, pronouncements, and memoirs seeking to justify their tactics and
strategies. They want to demonstrate not only efficiency but also military honor by having made morally
permissible judgments. In this manner, they avoid public censure. Military Necessity allows commanders
to modify positively the battle calculus of military force to their advantage. We should remember that Just
War theologians, philosophers, and lawyers had never outlawed war. They did recognize that certain tactics
are logically necessary in order to wage war justifiably, even at the cost of taking human lives. Accordingly

Military Necessity allows certain logically necessary but specific, narrow exceptions to what would
otherwise have been forbidden military tactics and strategies, temporarily loosening ethical constraints on
commanders to win without dishonoring themselves. Algiers exemplifies the problems involved in relying
on Military Necessity to secure tactical advantages and retain military honor by fighting ethically versus
fighting efficiently with force and brutality. The former allows commanders to march home, confidently
returning in honor; the latter taints their honor, causing them to skulk home in disrepute.
CONTROLLING IDEA
Soldiers will sympathize with Massu's dilemma. His paratroopers, called paras, were ordered to quash a
genuine threat to innocents. What ought a commander do? How many innocent people should suffer before
taking aggressive actions to end the scourge? Admittedly, in the modern concept of war, a certain segment
of the civilian population supports the war effort, such as transportation or war munitions plant workers;
these people may arguably become members of the combatant class of people liable to be attacked-while
conducting their war-related duties. It would seem reasonable that a munitions worker might be indirectly
attacked while working at the factory making artillery shells. However, killing him while he reads a bed
time story to his daughter would be unreasonable and unjust. At that point when he is with his daughter, he
has resumed his natural status as a non-uniformed person and should regain the protections afforded a
noncombatant. If this claim is not reasonable, then it would follow that he could never be protected. Killing
him and his daughter would simply be another attrition tactic, the cost of doing business in morally
challenging world. It would be reasonable to view soldiers righteously prepared with unique vigor to halt
glorified murders of otherwise innocent persons.
In our own country, too many people are not inclined to understand the extent of the task in countering
terrorism. Media coverage of the Iraq war makes moral evaluation too easy and antiseptic in determining
what is or is not necessary and permissible. Television coverage rarely allows us to see-and feel--the harm
done to innocents-but the paras did. At first glance, it would have been easy to assume their tactics were
necessary and justified. Any sympathy for the paras should be leavened with regret, since they followed
the orders of General Massu. However, he relied on a highly elastic, but illegitimate, interpretation of
Military Necessity to justify para efficiency to avert a humanitarian emergency. Instead of avoiding
atrocity, he created his own humanitarian emergency, an Abu Grhaib-like atrocity committed in France's
name. In so doing, he trampled over jus in bello and a millennium of Christian and international legal
norms constraining the actions of soldiers in the field.10
In order to acquaint the audience with Algiers, the first part of the paper will summarize the threat posed by
the fellagha and Massu's challenge. The second part will analyze his conduct as a commander in crafting
counter-terrorist operations to defeat the fellagha. The remaining parts of the paper will review in turn the
ethical limitations which ought to have guided Massu as a commander in the field. Once the limitations
have been argued, the parting lesson should become apparent. While victory for commanders is desirable,
winning with nobility is obligatory.
THE GENIE UNLEASHED: FLN TERROR
Algiers became an urban battlefield for symbolic, military, and philosophical reasons. The capital of French
Algeria was a French overseas department considered an extension of metropolitan France similar in
relationship as Hawaii is to the continental United States.11 For the FLN, Algiers attained unique status in
the third year of the war for independence. The felllagha had gained control over the lightly settled
hinterland, but could not militarily defeat the French Army.12 Facing a military stalemate favoring France,
FLN leaders chose an asymmetrical strategy to strike French Algeria's soft underbelly. Terror attacks
against civilians would not only bolster Algerian morale and bring the war home to European civilians, but
would also gain support in the United Nations among Third World countries.12 Attacking civilians in
Algiers would gain unmistakable media attention undermining France's legitimacy.
The effectiveness of the FLN strategy cannot be denied. European morale plummeted as Algiers' once
secure streets portended danger. War weary Algerians began to see flickers of success as their colonial
superiors starting feeling the fear they had long felt.14 Philosopher William V. O'Brien describes the utility
of terror campaigns: "insurgents use terror tactics designed to subvert the confidence of the populations in
the regime and its prospects. The message implies in these tactics is that no one is safe anywhere as long as

the regime remains in power."15 The essential ethical point concerns the intent to harm, because the
"terrorist aims to harm or kill the innocent, whereas legitimate acts of war, when they do harm the innocent,
do so unintentionally," according to Jeff McMahan, author of "War and Peace."16
In a terrorist war, the innocent must suffer. On this battlefield, European civilians were the primary targets.
Not everyone thought European deaths were evil. Jean Paul Sartre, the prominent French existentialist
philosopher, considered killing European civilians to be permissible, if not essential, for Algeria's political
and philosophical liberation: "To shoot down a European is to kill two birds with one stone, to destroy an
oppressor and the man he oppresses at the same time: there remains a dead man and a free man."17 Hence
for the FLN, the terror campaign metaphorically became a justified battle without limits for Algerian
liberation against French masters. In Sartre's existentialist philosophy, innocent Europeans had to suffer, as
had innocent Algerians in this war, as a matter of course for the liberation of Algeria.18
And so, the FLN terrorists planted bombs in the European quarter-in restaurants, discos, milk bars, coffee
shops, lamp posts, and sports stadiums-in sites populated by young Europeans. These locations were hardly
the places to fight a just battle between peer combatants. Gillo Pontecorvo's classic film The Battle for
Algiers visually portrays the terrorist handiwork.19 "The jukebox is flung into the middle of the street.
There is blood, strips of flesh, material . . . the white smoke and shouts, weeping, hysterical girls' screams.
One of them no longer has an arm and runs around howling despairingly; it is impossible to control her."20
Street crime and random killings terrorized Algerians and European civilians alike, causing fear and
uncertainty.21 Colonel Roger Trinquier, a French counter-revolutionary theorist, suggested the power of the
fellagha noting that power grew from bombs, knives, as well as the barrels of guns.22
LA RIPOSTE: THE FRENCH RESPONSE
When Governor-General Robert Lacoste recognized that Algiers had reached crisis proportions, he ordered
General Massu to assume the duties of magistrate and security czar. He empowered Massu with virtual
dictatorial powers under the Special Powers Act which suspended civil rights-largely for Algerians--to
suppress the terrorists. Then Major Paul Aussaresses, who would run Massu's interrogation and torture
system, stated "Robert Lacoste, a member of Guy Mollet's government... appointed General Massu to
eradicate terrorism rapidly and by using all means necessary. I was called upon to carry out this policy by
Massu..., knowing that such a result could not be achieved, unfortunately, without dirtying one's hands."23
Massu himself characterized his portfolio as "the most extensive powers for undertaking any exceptional
measure dictated by circumstances with a view to the reestablishment of order, the protection of persons,
and property and the safeguard of territory."24
It is not known if Lacoste had authorized the use of any and all means necessary to the task.25 Nevertheless,
the record suggests Massu acted as if he had. The paras operated within the city quarters inhabited by
Arabs. Their hallmark of para operations centered on the forceful seizure of the Casbah. Massu correctly
considered the old Arab quarter to be the FLN's center of gravity. Accordingly, the paras blanketed access
to the European quarters from the Casbah with patrols and wire obstacles. Nightly curfews immobilized
Casbah inhabitants in their homes allowing patrols to close on suspected fellagha and terrorist targets.
paras entered homes without warrant, searching and ransacking the insides for fellagha. Patrols checked
Arab men for their identities. Known or suspected FLN supporters were rounded up along with many
innocent Algerians. Massu's audacity and celerity definitely placed the fellagha at a disadvantage. As the
paras blanketed the city, terror attacks dropped precipitately. FLN leaders fled Algiers to escape arrest. In
short order, the paras re-established French authority with few, if any, legal or ethical constraints.26
Carl von Clausewitz, author of On War, would have approved of Massu's ruthlessness from a theoretical
perspective. From the French perspective, counter-terrorist operations were not police actions but were
security operations in an internal war. The earlier reference to Clausewitz noted that war is theoretically
designed to accomplish policy. In this case, French policy would have ended the terrorist attacks, subdued
the Arabs, and defeated the FLN objectives. Clausewitz recognized the need for ruthless tactics,
Kind-hearted people might of course think there was some ingenious way to disarm or defeat an enemy
without too much bloodshed, and might imagine this is the true goal of the art of war. Pleasant as it sounds,
it is a fallacy that must be exposed: war is such a dangerous business that the mistakes which come from
kindness are the very worst. . . . If one side uses force without compunction, undeterred by the bloodshed it
involves, while the other side refrains, the first will gain the upper hand. That side will force the other to

follow suit: each will drive its opponent toward extremes, and the only limiting factors are the
counterpoises inherent in war.27
Massu used his extraordinary powers to "adapt" the criminal justice system to wartime conditions.28 The
courts treated apprehended terrorists as first time offenders, often releasing suspects on bail who promptly
disappeared into the Casbah without appearing for trial. Jacques Chevallier, a former government minister,
highlighted the system's failings.
The Algerian rebellion revealed how ill-fitted our judicial and legislative processes were to cope with an
unprecedented state of affairs which forced us to undertake veritable military operations against French
citizens . . . in peacetime, and under a peacetime regime. The slowness . . . at the outset of the rebellion . . .
compelled the responsible authorities to take illicit steps if they wished to act rapidly and effectively. This
required of them the assumption of personal responsibilities that they sometimes refused to shoulder.29
Colonel Lacheroy, a para commander, fittingly noted one cannot "fight a revolutionary war with the
Napoleonic code."30
In response to calls for Algerian independence, France consistently declared the emergency to be an
internal matter beyond the purview of the United Nations. French policy placed Massu in a difficult
situation. Paris would not depart from peacetime law and declare martial law as a response to the
emergency. Martial law would have been a tacit recognition of the FLN. Otherwise, the fellagha could
remain classified as trouble makers or bandits but not as genuine political threats to French authority. The
FLN could not increasingly proclaim itself as legitimate organization representing Algerian national
aspirations. In the absence of martial law, Massu relied on a broad interpretation of his extraordinary
powers to create a security apparatus which circumvented peacetime legalisms. He authorized interning
suspects in camps de triage et de transit without probable cause, warrants, Miranda warnings, or habeas
corpus during peacetime. Suspects were interned indefinitely including former felons who had already
served their prison sentences.31 Illegal summary executions, actually revenge murders, eliminated
intransigent FLN operatives, called the "irreducibles."32
Interrogators secured information using "close interrogation," a term for brutality and torture. The French
army adopted the doctrine of Collective Responsibility to guide, and even justify, whom to interrogate.
Under Collective Responsibility, the paras considered all Algerians as willing or unwilling FLN
supporters. In reality, the FLN often coerced Algerians in supporting the revolution when nationalism,
religious fervor, or race hatred failed to motivate the masses. In the course of the battle, many presumed
innocent Algerians suffered unnecessarily. Algerian men and women became information sources, not
persons who deserved respect. When an Arab man was considered only a source, a thing, or an icon on a
map, he became de-personalized. He would have lost moral significance, making it intellectually easier to
beat or drown, or apply Algiers's most useful tactic for gaining information: La gengene.33 La gengene
involved electric shock treatment. Electrical current generated from cranking a field telephone creates
enough juice to influence behavior. When bare electrodes were attached to the breast, genitals, or ears, the
source quickly succumbed. Pontecorvo's opening scene shows an Algerian man following La gengene; he
was less a man than a quivering mass of flesh after his interrogation.
Close interrogation was efficient in providing dramatic successes. Intelligence officers uncovered the
heretofore shadowy nature of the terrorist organization. paras then attacked key terrorist infrastructure:
bomb factories, arms caches, "banks," and fund collectors. Armed with quality information, like
information from the tortured Algerian mentioned, the paras destroyed the remaining terrorist cells.
Captured FLN files indicated despair: "We are no longer protected by legality. We ask all our friends to
have legality re-established; otherwise we are lost."34 Once the paras had captured the chief FLN terrorist,
the terror ended, bringing peace to Algiers.
The French public had initially lionized the paras as the heroes of the war until their disproportionate and
indiscriminant tactics became widely known. La gengene alienated the home front, as draftee soldiers and
Catholic clerics reported home the brutalities used to collect information. Regular soldiers like the paras
desperately wanted to win; they understandably rationalized impermissible tactics as necessary evils
against a far more evil FLN behavior. One para officer stated he "received the order to torture with a view

for collecting information . . . . They were told the end justified the means, and that France's victory
depended on it (torture)."35
To his credit, Massu worried about using impermissible means for victory. He sought counsel from Father
Louis Delarue, his division chaplain. He prepared a position paper relying on the doctrine of Double Effect
from Natural Law ethics to argue that using a lesser evil would be permissible but only to defeat a far
greater evil: "Between two evils, it is necessary to choose the least. So the innocent persons should not be
unjustly punished and put to death or mutilated, the criminals must be punished and put effectively out of
harm's way."36 To quiet his critics, Massu submitted to La gengene. Of course, he could end his session;
suspects could not.
MASSU'S DEFENSE: NECESSITY FOR TOUGH COUNTER-TERRORISM
It might be argued that Massu acted under compulsion-necessarily but with regret-using normally
impermissible tactics to save innocents from harm. Principles developed during the post-war Nuremburg
trials appear to support claims for justified Military Necessity. Francois de Menthon, a French prosecutor at
Nuremburg, had argued that criminal actions in war created a situation outside of jus in bello. Under French
reasoning, the FLN had committed internal war against the legitimate government. Hence, they were
criminals. De Menthon explained the inadequacy of applying peacetime law in differentiating between
external and internal aggression.
Acts committed in the execution of a war are assaults on persons and goods which are themselves
prohibited . . . The state of war could make them legitimate only if the war itself was legitimate. As Mr.
Justice Jackson has already argued . . . any recourse to war is a recourse to means that are in themselves
criminal. . . .A war perpetrated in violation of international law no longer really possesses the juridical
character of a war. It is truly an act of gangsterism, a systematically criminal undertaking.37
Although de Menthon's argument failed to persuade his peers, he raised issues concerning state
sovereignty. The FLN rebellion was akin to internal war which buttressed French claims of justified
necessity. First, the Algerian rebellion itself was an illegal assault against the lawful French political order
(because issues about the justice of French Algeria were not considered relevant by France). Secondly,
FLN terrorists had long violated the principles of Discrimination and Proportionality by their barbaric rapes
and mutilations of European civilians, especially females and wounded soldiers. FLN atrocities were
clearly unlawful under any legal or moral code of behavior which could hardly be justified in overturning
the colonial order. Finally, for 1950 France, national sovereignty was considered sufficient to justify selfdefense and self-preservation against external or internal assault.
Paul Christopher summarizes a series of ethical writings which would have supported the French cause.
Lieber's code developed during the Civil War stated the unarmed citizen "is to be spared in person,
property, and honor as the exigencies of war will admit" presumably including living free from terror.38
Paul Ramsay refers to Reinhold Niehbuhr's attitude that war contains mixed consequences, in which
proportionality involves choosing the lesser of two evils.39 Alastair Horne aptly names the Algerian conflict
A Savage War of Peace. During the fighting in the countryside and in the cities, Horne suggests that the
security forces and the fellgaha alike had committed various atrocities. Civilians and soldiers suffered
crimes and indignities which could never be justified under jus in bello. From the FLN perspective, a war
of liberation provided a unique moral justification for relying on terrorism, as the fellagha threatened the
European's strategic rear area. As the Jean-Paul Sartre reference suggested, liberation movements may be
excused for using an immoral means when combating the military superiority of the security forces.
Nonetheless, the history of the conflict indicated that fellagha terrorism was as intrinsically immoral as
violations of the principle of discrimination as were similar French atrocities committed against Arab men
and women.
It is easy to understand Massu's position. Harming Algerian noncombatants to defeat the terrorists was
regrettable, but the FLN had radicalized the terms of battle with its unethical behavior. The fellagha
intentionally sought shelter among Algerian civilians as shields from French attacks.40 In doing so, they
undermined the principle of Discrimination, making identification of combatants problematic.41 Algerian
women played their role by intentionally carrying weapons and explosives under their hijabs, taking unjust
advantage of respect for Islamic custom. While many Algerians did support the insurgency, the FLN had
coerced Algerians into supporting the revolution, making Collective Responsibility somewhat credible. For

example, Pontecorvo's film shows FLN operatives killing a pimp, an informer, and an alcoholic for
rejecting FLN revolutionary and Islamic ideals.
Algiers clearly shows the inadequacies of applying jus in bello in evaluating wars of independence or wars
of national liberation. Philosophers and jurists applying jus in bello must realize the intent of the Just War.
Its principles were originally intended for evaluating the conduct of soldiers of the sovereign, namely an
emperor, prince, king, or more recently a national government. Since the Treaty of Westphalia, the Just
War has applied to nation-states. The Algerian War was fought on one hand by France, a nation-state,
against a non-state actor, the FLN. The incongruence between the two main actors makes the application of
the Just War and its principles uneven to say the least. In comparing proper conduct between a nation-state
and an amorphous non-state organization people, traditional principles do not appear to resonate as clearly.
An objective analysis of Algiers may be too difficult to achieve at this time without a major re-structuring
of jus in bello for Algerian-type wars. On one hand, evaluating the limited period of the battle (from
September 1956 to October 1957) would fail to consider the injustices imposed on the Algerian people by
the colonial regime.42 When the battle is evaluated from Massu's perspective, the battle appears all too
readily like the atrocity of unprovoked slaughter of innocent noncombatants, at least within Algiers. Under
the traditional principles of jus in bello, O'Brien would argue that the FLN had perpetrated war crimes,
"committed on the occasion or on the pretext of hostilities is criminal unless justified by the laws and
customs of war."43 When an enemy fails to fight fairly, it would seem reasonable to override the rules
when, as O'Brien notes, "it appears that the contemporary jus in bello (would have) left law abiding
belligerents44 very much at a disadvantage vis-à-vis law breaking belligerents." Christopher refers to
Francisco de Vitoria, a Just War theorist, to assess the complexities of an urban battle like Algiers:
"Sometimes it is right, in virtue of collateral circumstances, to slay the innocent . . . The proof is that war
could not otherwise be waged against even the guilty and the justice of belligerents would be balked." 45
Vitoria has claimed, it "is never right to slay the guiltless, even as an indirect and unintended result, except
when there is no other means of carrying on."46 Such behavior was impermissible, even as the FLN argued
France had committed similar transgressions in the mechtas of the Algerian countryside.
In Just and Unjust Wars, Michael Walzer refers to the German doctrine of kreigsraison to describe the
Moral Realist position; during wartime, morality should be irrelevant. kreigsraison reflects Clausewitz's
concept of Ideal or Absolute War in which war logically has no limits, legal or moral. In Ideal or Absolute
War, antagonists would fight ceaselessly, until one side is overthrown.47 The doctrine justifies not only
whatever is necessary to win the war, but also whatever is necessary to reduce the risks of losing, or simply
to reduce losses or the likelihood of losses in the course of the war primarily for soldiers in the field. If
Walzer is correct, the doctrine is not about necessity at all; it is a way of speaking in code, or a hypothetical
way of speaking, about the probability and risk.48 Under of kreigsraison, morality becomes void or at least
muted once soldiers take to the battlefield-and for good reason. Military ethics and morality act as a kind of
friction. Just as sand may bind the moving parts of a machine, ethics and morality limit the prosecution of
battle by the proverbial military machine. Tactics considered necessary for overthrowing the enemy must
be examined, discussed, and evaluated. The delay on timely, decisive orders may be crucial, especially
when engaging an elusive irregular foe like the fellagha. One need only see vintage photographs of
limbless children and horribly maimed girls to understand the appeal of kreigsraison to the French security
forces.
This doctrine may seem credible to people facing extreme conditions. During wartime or a crisis, many
people might be inclined to embrace a liberal interpretation of militarily necessary tactics in the interests of
security. Fighting shadowy non-state organizations like the FLN might require non-standard, extraordinary
tactics. The same people might consider Algiers to be an emergency situation in which the traditional rules
would not apply. Extraordinary measures might be permitted during a limited period, although the same
measure would not be considered permissible under the Just War
Against shadowy terrorists, the paras would have been fighting under-equipped under jus in bello, instead
of relying on efficiency as the critical military virtue. Massu certainly may have been a Clausewitzian
fighting Ideal War, as he issued orders to men like Aussaresses. Pontecorvo represents his position by the
character of Colonel Matthieu. To save French Algeria, he says in the film to the media, the French would
have to fight all-out to win. Logically speaking from Clausewitz's point of view, Massu could do no less49.
His later arguments that La gengene was a limited, but necessary adjunct to a dirty war sound hollow when

the world learned how Major Paul Aussaresses personally reported to Massu on the torture and killing
apparatus.50 We should now consider the ethical limitations Massu should have recognized.
LIMIT # 1: ETHICS AND MILITARY NECESSITY
Massu's drastic response could appear justified under Act Utilitarian terms. Act Utilitarians define morally
right and obligatory actions as those providing the greatest good, measured by minimizing pain, for the
greatest number of people. When people are considered in this calculation, some will benefit; those who do
not may suffer greatly. The Just War stands in opposition to the Utilitarian point of view as a kind of moral
friction staying the hand of the commander who could order wide-ranging death and destruction.
Utilitarians care little for staying the commander's hand, for doing so creates the inefficiency, the friction,
which prevents attaining the greatest good. For Massu, the most favorable end - state would have meant an
outcome favoring almost certain to benefit only France, Algiers' Europeans and his paras. The Algerians'
fate would not be morally relevant; on this point, they would lack moral significance in French military
calculations. In this case, Christopher notes that if jus in bello has been absorbed into international law but
with Utilitarian flavor, the Just War concept would lose its original humanitarian dimension. jus in bello
would also become a mere voluntary guideline which would be easily defeated by a Utilitarian formulation
of morally right actions.51
William V. O'Brien interprets Military Necessity as composed of three principles: proportionality;
discrimination of combatants, and prohibited means.52 Militarily necessary actions are legitimate tactical
and operational business permitting "the use of only such force as is truly necessary for military success"
(emphasis provided).53 Military Necessity justly short-circuits jus in bello by practical discretion--but only
in specific episodes.54 "Violations of the laws of war . . . which include but are not limited to murder, illtreatment of prisoners-of-war, or persons on the seas, killing of hostages, plunder of property, wanton
destruction of cities, towns, or villages or devastated not justified by military necessity."55 Walzer
characterizes the nature of battlefield dynamics with a reference to Napoleon in order to create a stark
contrast when explaining Military Necessity as an ethical principle. "Soldiers are made to be killed,"
according to Napoleon. Walzer reminds us that while soldiers are expected to take risks, civilians are not
meant to be killed. For Walzer, herein lies the meaning of jus in bello and the ethics of war.56 Civilians are
members of a protected class who should be protected under international law-by every combatant-including terrorists and freedom fighters.
O'Brien provides a more useful concept for defining Military Necessity that prevents the principles of jus in
bello from becoming speed bumps on the operational highway to utilitarian success:
Actions are permissible and justified under military necessity if and only if:
1. Immediately indispensable and proportionate to a legitimate military end.
2. Not prohibited by the laws of war or natural law.
3. Ordered by a responsible commander, who is subject to judicial review.57
Under O'Brien's theory, Military Necessity is not an extraordinary, but a contingent right: "It is the right to
perform the normal, legitimate, unquestionably legal acts designated by the law as 'permissible violence.'"58
Military tribunals at Nuremburg defined a permissible time frame for immediacy of action within a
reasonable period against an expected threat. Under "imperative necessity," permissible necessity was
distinguished from mere convenience or expedience.59 In problematic circumstances, like Algiers,
Discrimination and Proportionality must be balanced against achieving legitimate military ends.60 Restoring
peace and dispensing justice would only justify proportionate actions in defense of just applications of
force. Even "perfectly lawful means of warfare become unlawful when their use is superfluous."6q O'Brien
thus would have rejected the Act Utilitarian approach to ethics in war.
LIMIT # 2: ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS UNDER MILITARY LAW
War is the most serious of endeavors, "a matter of vital importance to the State; the province of life or
death; the road to survival or ruin," according to Sun-Tzu.62 We should expect our soldiers will fight
honorably in our names for such a vital task, using practical, but limited, levels of violence against their
opponents because they fight for us. Their dishonor is also our shame. Citizens must consider whether
commanders have acted justly and honorably. We should know whether commanders have empowered
their soldiers to use tactics and strategies which reflect national values, let alone moral principles, or not. In

the interests of expedience and efficiency, governments may defer to commanders in the use of tactics and
strategies, not already proscribed, as necessary and permissible for achieving policy objectives. When
deference has been given to commanders, the public has an affirmative right to understand the influence of
Military Necessity upon military operations.
International conventions have codified Just War principles in the precepts of military law. American
military law encompasses jus in bello as a legal constraint on military force within a battle space.
Commanders must consider specific standards for right conduct in the delivery of lethal force on the
battlefield. American soldiers remain obliged to obey legal orders of their superiors by the Uniform Code
of Military Justice (UCMJ) during war and peace. Thus American commanders cannot operate in a moral
free-fire zone.
Military Necessity offers soldiers justifiable exceptions to the Law of War for two simple reasons. Soldiers
already run risks. We cannot expect them to be so law abiding that they will have to be burdened with
additional, unnecessary risks that, first, would undermine their motivation to fight for us, and second, run
the risk of being so good, so lawful, they guarantee genuine evil will emerge victorious. It would seem
reasonable to grant legitimate overrides of jus in bello as a means for achieving victory within acceptable
limits. The caution herein lies in being reasonable. If commanders are allowed broad and elastic definitions
of necessity, jus in bello becomes a mere speed bump in moral calculations. It is not necessary to be a
military or battle lawyer experienced in operational law to recognize the role played by the Geneva and
Hague Conventions. Treaty signatories are legally and ethically bound to avoiding the maximum levels of
military force found in Clausewitz's conception of Ideal or Absolute War. Although the American and
French militaries are different, they share relevant characteristics which makes it reasonable to argue by
"Military Analogy" that French commanders faced legal constraints similar to those facing U.S.
commanders, then and now.
U.S. Army field manuals establish doctrinally correct positions. Although Army Field Manual 27-10, The
Law of Land Warfare, is not military law, it establishes the concept of jus in bello as proper conduct for
American soldiers. It provides "authoritative guidance to military personnel on the customary and treaty
law applicable to the conduct of warfare on land and to relationships between belligerents and neutral
States."63 FM 27-10 defines the Law of Land Warfare in consonance with jus in bello in discriminating
combatants from noncombatants and limiting unnecessary suffering.
The conduct of armed hostilities on land is regulated by the law of land warfare which is both written and
unwritten. It is inspired by the desire to diminish the evils of war by:
a. Protecting both combatants and noncombatants from unnecessary suffering;
b. Safeguarding certain fundamental human rights of persons who fall into the hands of the
enemy, particularly prisoners of war, the wounded and sick, and civilians; and
c. Facilitating the restoration of peace64
American commanders are ethically obliged to abide by these constraints through their commissioning
oaths to obey superiors and defend the Constitution. Article I, of the Constitution empowers Congress to
raise and support armies and to make all laws necessary and proper for prosecuting war. Congress legislates
the punitive articles of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), the American military's legal system.
Article II empowers the President, as the Chief Executive, to command the military and enforce the law.
Article VI affirms that treaties ratified by the Senate are considered the Supreme law of the Land.74">65
France and the United States are both signatories to the Geneva and Hague Conventions. The Conventions
require civilized, humanitarian behavior toward prisoners of war and norms for fighting against bona fide
combatants.66 American commanders are required to obey lawful orders of their superiors by the UCMJ,
making them liable for prosecution for violating military law.67
Military Necessity justifies overriding jus in bello only on a limited basis. Permissible conduct is defined
not only by positive law but also "unwritten or customary law . . . firmly established by the custom of
nations and well defined by recognized authorities on international law."68 FM 27-10 further limits
justifications of under Military Necessity:
The prohibitory effect of the law of war is not minimized by "military necessity" which has been defined as
that principle which justifies those measures not forbidden by international law which are indispensable

for securing the complete submission of the enemy as soon as possible. Military necessity has been
generally rejected as a defense for acts forbidden by the customary and conventional laws of war inasmuch
as the latter have been developed and framed with consideration for the concept of military necessity.69
If the Military Analogy succeeds, Massu was similarly constrained by military law and the Geneva
Conventions. In then end, commanders are not war lords; they are accountable to a national civilian
leadership.
LIMIT # 3: OBLIGATIONS OWED TO CIVILIAN LEADERSHIP
Commanders of the armies of democratic states cannot normally choose which laws to ignore. Enacting
laws is a political and a legislative function.70 In democratic states, commanders function under the
authority of civilian leaders who remain stewards of national values. They constitute the State's competent
authority which alone can decide the terms for conducting war. Commanders may recommend policy
alternatives but must follow policies or must resign. Elected officials alone can override jus in bello in
response to the severest threat. Eugene Burdick's novel Fail Safe demonstrates the critical role of the
American president in ordering the US Air Force to destroy New York City to compensate for the
destruction of Moscow by an errant American nuclear weapon. Preventing a nuclear holocaust is a life and
death decision which must remain the elected politician's responsibility. Eliot Cohen's Supreme Command
argues that great wartime commanders, Lincoln, Clemenceau, Churchill, and Ben-Gurion, questioned their
commanders' strategies precisely to retain civilian oversight over military operations involving their
citizens. We should remember the timeless argument from On War offered by Clausewitz. War is a
function of soldiers, but in the final analysis Clausewitz clarifies the nature of war: "War is the continuation
of policy by other means."71 So long as war remains a continuation of policy, Fareed Zakaria writes, it
"takes politicians to make political judgments."72
Certain policies cannot lawfully be chosen by generals because they are laden with political significance.
One political judgment not ordinarily permitted is the reprisal to punish the enemy, in this case the FLN,
for not complying with jus in bello73 . In the Military Analogy, an American commander in Massu's shoes
would have been a middle manager in the national defense establishment. He could not order reprisals
without receiving military and political authorization. American military law stipulates reprisals as "acts of
retaliation in the form of conduct which would otherwise be unlawful, resorted to by one belligerent against
enemy personnel or property for acts of warfare committed by the other belligerent in violation of the law
of war, for the purpose of enforcing future compliance with the recognized rules of civilized warfare." The
theory of reprisal may be reformulated as follows from the Operational Law Handbook (2003):
A reprisal is morally permissible if and only if:
1. It is a timely response to an enemy violation of the Laws of War.
2. It follows the use of a series of lesser forms of redress.
3. It is a proportional response without attacking protected persons or prisoners of war,
entire civilian populations, civilian property, cultural property, objects indispensable to
the survival of a civilian population, including the natural environment. 74
FLN terrorists certainly could fit the description of an unscrupulous enemy who fight outside of jus in
bello. FM 27-10 indicates the legal and moral limits of command: "On the other hand, commanding
officers must assume responsibility for retaliative measures when an unscrupulous enemy leaves no other
recourse against the repetition of unlawful acts."75 The time element and requirement to investigate and
take redress required by conditions 2 and 3 undermine Massu's argument.
Waging war honorably requires moral disinterestedness. When generals personalize their experiences, they
undermine the normative character of jus in bello. Reprisals can "never be adopted merely for revenge, but
only as an unavoidable last resort to induce the enemy to desist from unlawful practices," as FM 27-1076
explains. In American military law, individuals or units are not authorized to execute reprisals; this
authority is reserved to the President and the Secretary of Defense.77 Craven Fourth Republic politicians
appeared to permit tacitly impermissible decisions they themselves would not make. The Nuremburg trials
made superior, but immoral, orders invalid for moral justifications. Even when the competent authority is
not clear, commanders must determine what is morally permissible as a function of command, according to
Laurence Grafstein:
"There are simply no circumstances in which the premeditated targeting of innocent civilians is justified.
And the widespread, institutionalized use of this illegitimate tactic . . . even in a supposedly legitimate
cause, not only undermines that cause, but also calls into question the very legitimacy of that cause."78

Nonetheless, field commanders cannot justly be modern day Attilas the Hun notwithstanding superior
orders and emergency powers.
LIMIT # 4: SUPREME EMERGENCY AND JUSTICE
The final and possible justification for Military Necessity depends on what Michael Walzer calls "Supreme
Emergency." In Just and Unjust Wars, he grapples with the most dramatic ethical crisis a political
community could face in obeying or overriding jus in bello. In 1957, Algiers may have appeared to qualify
as a true humanitarian emergency justifying special tactics. In order to understand Walzer's theory of
Supreme Emergency, it will be necessary to reformulate his concept as follows:
A threat is a Supreme Emergency if and only if:
1. The survival of a political community is endangered with extinction.
2. The threat mentioned in paragraph 1 above is imminent.
One may easily rationalize the threat to a political community like French Algeria, but rationalization
would have to ignore moral reality and historical precedent. Walzer is defining the threat as the extinction
of a people by pogrom or genocide. The Armenians in Turkey, the Jews in Nazi Germany, or the Tutsis in
Rwanda are obvious examples which could arguably justify extreme defensive measures using a sliding
scale of morality. The sliding scale responds to the more severe the threat with increased justified leeway to
defeat the gravest threat, such as a possible nuclear holocaust.79 Such grave, imminent threats permit
political community leaders to override jus in bello.80
Algiers does not rise to the level of a Supreme Emergency on several levels. Walzer's intent concerns the
extinction of a political community or a nation, not a colony like French Algeria. "Extinction" comes from
the Latin verb extinguer. The American College Dictionary definition defines extinction as "No longer
existing in living form."81 Under condition number 1, the threat would have had to have been an impending
reality. Although the Algerians outnumbered the Europeans 9 to 1 nationwide, an FLN victory could have
meant total military defeat of the French Army followed by a massacre of all Europeans. Neither seemed
likely at the time. Under condition 2, Algiers would have had to be a grave or imminent threat. Hundreds of
Europeans were harmed or killed during the wave of terror out of an urban population of one hundred
thousand Europeans; these losses hardly constitute a grave threat. The FLN did sponsor a holocaust of an
estimated 100,000 pro-French Arab collaborators, but as French Algeria died, Europeans departed for
France in peace.
The ultimate nail in a coffin for claiming Supreme Emergency is its political nature. As in the Fail Safe
example, elected leaders would have been the sole justified decision makers in this crisis.82 Massu might
have felt pressure from Paris, but even using the rhetoric of Supreme Emergency would have been outside
of his authority. By the Military Analogy, he would have been obligated to enforce jus in bello and would
have remained responsible for crimes committed by command, according to the Operational Law
Handbook (2005).83 Even Clausewitz would agree, since real war is not the equivalent of Ideal or Absolute
War. Clausewitz recognized theory must give to reality, including the prevailing political and ethical
constraints.
We must, therefore, be prepared to develop our concept of war as it ought to be fought, not on the basis of
its pure definition, but by leaving rood or every sort of extraneous matter. We must allow for natural
inertia, for all the friction of its parts, for all the inconsistence, imprecision, and timidity of man; and finally
we must face the fact that war and its forms result from ideas, emotions, and condition prevailing at the
time . . . It follows that war is dependent on the interplay of possibilities and probabilities . . . in which
strictly logical reasoning often plays no part at all and is always apt to be a most unsuitable and awkward
intellectual tool. 84
Accordingly, in the absence of Supreme Emergency, he could not use a sliding scale of morality to justify
impermissible tactics under Military Necessity.
The consequence of unjustifiably overriding jus in bello cost France dearly. When Massu ordered the paras
to fight unethically, his orders compromised his country's values. While the paras might have ignored this

reality, Frenchmen at home did not. Terrorism expert Bard O'Neill summarizes the practical costs of acting
unjustly during the battle of Algiers:
While the French won on the battlefield, the Algerians won the war. The reason for this paradox was that
the Algerians were able to maintain widespread popular support and wear down the French resolve through
skillful propaganda efforts and abroad, to exploit violent excesses by the French (torture and terrorism), and
to pose the prospect of a costly and interminable struggle."85
More succinctly, Paul Teitgen, who had opposed Massu's strategies while Algiers police commissioner ,
put it more frankly: "All right, Massu won the Battle of Algiers in 1957; but that meant losing the war."86
Algiers should demonstrate that a shameful victory won without justice and honor should be rejected.
According to Cicero, "It is a shameful victory unless it is gained with honor . . . In truth, it is a noble
thing for a man to refuse to gain the victory by foul acts."87 Walzer brings home succinctly the final
lesson that should be learned from the Battle for Algiers: "Do justice even if the heavens fall."88 Otherwise,
we will not respect ourselves in the morning.
CONCLUSION
Three lessons remain self-evidently clear. First, soldiers at all levels must recognize the moral differences
between morally right and morally wrong orders. American soldiers cannot be compelled to execute
blatantly immoral orders. Neither should the paras been compelled to fight like so many terrorists in battle
fatigues. Massu should have known this lesson in his role as a commander and general officer, even in the
French Army. Second, this moral stance is embedded in objective morality which stands outside of and
independent of international and positive law. Military ethical principles are trump cards over man-made
imperatives. The legacy of Nuremburg re-affirmed the just principles of Jus ad bellum for choosing a war
policy. Soldiers must remember not only their military training but the moral training of Western moral and
religious traditions which should influence their awareness of jus in bello. Finally, Military Necessity
should authorize only truly legitimate-morally just--tactics and strategies. Clausewitz suggests how a
narrowly technical, value-less military might operate should the ideal become the real war. Yet, he was
wise enough to recognize that Real War would necessarily be influenced by an operational environment
influenced by political and other limitations, including jus in bello. Sometimes commanders will require
insight from military lawyers-"battle lawyers"-steeped in operational law. In the ideal war, not to be
confused with Clausewitz's Ideal or Absolute War, commanders will understand their ethical limitations
first as moral soldiers doing difficult but justified work but also as moral men who hear the echo of a
millennia of Western and Christian injunctions for fighting war well. Victory should not come cheaply at
the cost of justice and honor.
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